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Plonkers Trial
Sunday 25th October 2009

Snaque Pit, Belchamp, Nr Sudbury
Start at 11:00 am
Entries accepted at the start
A Trial for:
Pre 65 solos • Pre 65 sidecars • Twin Shocks
Youths/Juniors • Twin Shock sidecars
email: mikeharden@mypostoffice.co.uk

fifties just perfectly - with the ‘racing’
numbers could it have been the Scott
or the Ilkely Grand National?
The Arbuthnot has been and gone.
Don’t know how the EFA team got on
but quoting from Mick Brown’s email:
“Sorry, nothing much to report
from the Arbuthnot, Team ‘Spirit of
the East’ of Blanchard, Brown and
Fitz-John all finished with low scores,

as did, our other runner, Trevor
Baker. Sorry no Pics, either.”
Please read June’s ‘whinge’ on
page 12 - many of us know the
problem. At times I didn’t realise they
made envelopes that small!
Best wishes,

Jim

BOYS - GET A GRIP!
The fabulous IRC Trials Tyres
Now Available
400 x 18 (tubeless)
£65 no VAT
400 x 18 (tube type)
£67 no VAT

Tel:
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A new Tesco supermarket has just opened in Tunbridge Wells. It has an
automatic water mister to keep the produce fresh. Just before it goes on, you
hear the sound of distant thunder and the smell of fresh rain.
When you pass the fresh milk stand, you hear cows mooing and you
experience the scent of fresh cut hay.
In the meat department there is the aroma of charcoal grilled steaks and
sausages.
In the alcohol department, the clean, crisp smell of hops of the freshly brewed
bitter.
When you approach the egg section, you hear hens cluck and cackle, and the
air is filled with the pleasing aroma of bacon and eggs frying.
The bread department features the tantalizing smell of fresh-baked bread
and biscuits.
I don't buy toilet paper there any more.
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Free to a good home!
A collection of trials results from the 60s and 70s.
Peter Eaves 01245 353297

Period photo of Norman Doughty riding his 500T in a Yorkshire trial

Bumper Stickers
He who laughs last thinks slowest.
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Three women die together in an accident and go to
heaven.
When they get there, St. Peter says, 'We only have one
rule here in heaven: don't step on the ducks!'
So they enter heaven, and sure enough, there are ducks
all over the place.. It is almost impossible not to step on a
duck, and although they try their best to avoid them, the
first woman accidentally steps on one.
Along comes St. Peter with the ugliest man she ever
saw. St. Peter chains them together and says, 'Your
punishment for stepping on a duck is to spend eternity chained to this ugly man!'
The next day, the second woman steps accidentally on
a duck and along comes St. Peter, who doesn't miss a
thing. With him is another extremely ugly man. He
chains them together with the same admonishment as
for the first woman.
The third woman has observed all this and, not
wanting to be chained for all eternity to an ugly man, is
very, VERY careful where she steps.
She manages to go months without stepping on
any ducks, but one day St.Peter comes up to her
with the most handsome man she has ever laid eyes
on .... very tall, long eyelashes, muscular.
St. Peter chains them together without saying a word.
The happy woman says, 'I wonder what I did to
deserve being chained to you for all of eternity?'
The guy says, 'I don't know about you, but I stepped on a duck.

Humphrey Lyttelton was famous for his deadpan delivery of
outrageous double entendres on I'm Sorry I Haven't A Clue.
Most featured the erotic escapades of the show's
fictitious scorer, Samantha.
Here is one of the funniest - printable - examples:
- Samantha has to nip out to the House of Lords with her
constituency friend. He's looking for support for his MP who's
facing expulsion, and Samantha says it's important to have a
good peer if his member's likely to be out.
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The ACU have negotiated a deal with the organisers of the 2009
International Motorcycle and Scooter show that will allow ACU Licence Holders
to access discounted advanced tickets to the show.
The International Motorcycle and Scooter show will take place at
Birmingham’s National Exhibition Centre (NEC) between 28th November and
6th December.
Please contact Peter Sigournay if you are interested - the discounted price is
only available if we have 4 or more applicants.
The prices are as follows:
One day adult ticket £14
One day Child ticket £4 (11 to 16. Children under 11 go free)
Senior ticket £4 (over 60)
Family ticket £32 (two adults and two children)

Please Note:
The closing date by which all articles and adverts to be included in the next issue
of Trials & Tribulations should reach the editorial office is normally the 25th of the
month preceding publication.
Material for inclusion in the magazine may be supplied in the following forms:
handwritten • typed • computer hard copy • fax • email • floppy disc
If providing computer hard copy, a font size of 12pt minimum is preferred whilst
articles supplied on floppy disc or sent via email should preferably be saved in text
or RTF format.
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More than Expected . . .
There it was on Dumpa Dolly day, remember those, a half page spread in
Motor Cycle News.
It was British, well sort of British because it had an Italian engine and
hubs, but Dots had been having Italian hubs for some time so that was no
issue. And it was cheap, provided that it was bought from the mobility aids
shop and there was one other little problem.
It had to be collected from the Vulcan works in Gloucester which was a
long way away in those days.
So it was that a company sponsored course had to be applied for at the
parent factory in Bristol and all the excuses were made, you know the
company would really benefit etc.etc. carefully hiding the real reason for travel
to the far West. The poor little Mini suffered the most, having the passenger
seats removed and stored in the spare bedroom, in the space where there had
been two previous motorbikes...
At least the little bike would be grateful because the Mini had to battle its

way through lots of opposing traffic to reach the works. Only when the
flustered little car had reached the loading bay did a local taxi driver "explain"
that this was a one way street. The taxi would not leave until the Mini blushed
and promised to go home by the same route. In all honesty no other access to
the factory could be found.
The man who wrote out the receipt carried most of the bits out to the car
and the frame,engine and seat/tank unit were placed across the car where the
rear seat squab had been. Everything else was placed in front beside the driver
because nothing, zilch fits in the boot of a Mini. Oh yes, the notes from the
training course. And the race home began because it was Friday and the bike
wanted to take part in a trial on the Sunday.
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The excitement began, this was the first new bike since the Hercules in
1955, and even the tyres were new. No miracles occured but then no real
disasters either and the little bike began to warm to the rider. The Minarelli
engine had ample power for the task at the time, the task at the time being
about two and a half stone lighter than today, and the little Cotton, yes you had
worked that out by now, began to reach parts that the Dots and Greeves and
Bultaco and borrowed bikes had failed to reach before.
After a while it started to become a little smug and tried to show off to some
of the other more expensive more powerful and better known machines. One
day when most were stuck in the mud trying to cross the Ash ground at
Alphamstone the little Cotton persuaded its rider to try a fast approach in a
high gear, well second was high then. With bum over the back mudguard and
throttle fully open the motor fairly sang and the front wheel skated along the
surface, with hardly any spin from the rear wheel the bike just made it as far
as the far bank where a submerged log was waiting... The front wheel had just
ceased to float and Bang! Unseated rider and bike in a heap. The beautifully
cast bottom yoke had snapped in two places which made it very difficult to
recover the bike to the car park and even more difficult to fix the remains to
the bike rack on the Cortina.. The nice Cotton factory supplied a new bottom
yoke, this time in cast steel instead of alloy. This made a big improvement and
the yokes were now so strong that the next misadventure, (rider exceeding his
ability as usual the bike falling off a cliff), the ample fork tubes bent instead.
This is when the factory support ended because no one else, sorry no other
Cotton had ever had this problem.
The fork tubes were proved ample as stated in the adverts when they
proved very difficult to straighten and ended up with various curves and kinks
but they continued to work moderately well in spite of this. The mis spent
years of riding pedal bikes along the river wall began to pay off as the Cotton
became adept at crossing the cambers prevalent at the time and after a mere
two years it became an Expert. This was when the factory fitted a lower second
gear and made a smaller magneto casing and charged an extra fifty quid.
There were still problems of course, the weighted flywheel would shear its
rivets and need some of the outboard brass skimmed off and the kickstart was
held on with a cotter pin . . .But these problems were minor and one of these
bikes would still provide plenty of fun today. If only the rider could be 10 stone
again!
Next time some controversy, if you can wait till then!

Uno Hoo

CREATIVE PUNS FOR "EDUCATED MINDS"

No matter how much you push the
envelope, it'll still be stationery.
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End of the World
The end of the world has finally come. God looks over
the many billions of people and says to them, "Welcome
to Heaven. I want the women to go with Saint Peter. Go
now and follow him. And you men, I want you to form
two lines. The line on my left is for men who dominated
their women on earth. The line on my right is for men
who were dominated by their women. OK, now line up
all of you."
There is then a lot of movement for some time, but
eventually the women are gone and there are two lines of
men. The line of men that were dominated by their
women is 150 miles long. The line of men that
dominated their women has only one man in it,
Harry.
God is angry with the men and says, "You men should be ashamed of
yourselves. I created you in my image and yet you were all dominated by your
partners. Look at the only one of you that stood up and made me proud. Learn
from him."
He turns to Harry and says, "Tell them, my son. How did you manage to be
the only one on that line?"
Harry says, "I don't know, my wife told me to stand here."
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Thursdays Child
Thats me, always full of woe. Even as a young boy I was getting told to ‘Cheer
Up’.
Nowadays not much has changed, I'm still skint, I can’t hear, hardly see, me
bones all feel like I’ve got toothache in ‘em. Walking hurts, sitting down is worse,
and I’m becoming ever more aware of my mortality.
But . . . stick me on me 500T and point me at a green lane and I have a
miraculous recovery - Sammy Miller look out!
I find I can do two or three hours riding with no problems ‘cept me throttle
hand hurts a bit.

But what’s that compared with some of the outings we’ve had lately - its a
small price to pay.
Where else can I ride for miles and hardly see any traffic? or come across
some long abandoned ‘Fergie’ or Fordson tucked away in some outbuilding.
We’ve even found steam traction engines.
And . . . made some progress with members of the public who had been
nurturing dark thoughts about the likes of us.
The fresh air and sunshine does wonders for your lungs. The scenery is
always interesting and colourful. So, come on, get on your old bike, don’t just sit
there looking at it.
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Hello Everyone
By now, if you have ridden either of the last two Thumpers, you should
hopefully have received your copy of the regs for this year's event. I say
hopefully due to the mail staff's actions being taken at various sorting offices.
At the time of writing (16/9/09) they are all ready to go with the exception of a
stamp but should be in the mail in the next two days.
As you will have read in the included note, we have been asked to say a
little about the severity of the hard route which last year was somewhat out of
character for a Thumpers and of particular note was the Pre-Unit class which
was won I believe on 58. I have had a word with Chris Mace who is very aware
of the severity last year so hopefully will make things just that bit easier this
year. I certainly hope so.
Why did I speak to Chris Mace you may ask! Well, as of this year, Ted and
Jim have stood aside and Chris Mace has taken over as Clerk of the Course
with Chris Cook as his assistant. We thank Ted for his endeavours over the
last goodness knows how many years and wish the two Chris's all the very best
in the future.
Whilst Ted and Jim have stood aside this year, my turn comes next year as
I shall be handing over to another Secretary of the Meeting. This year is my
18th as Secretary of the Meeting and whilst I have enjoyed my time in the role,
I now want to stand aside for someone else to take over. Over that time I have
been Secretary, I have met some very nice people whether officials (inc
observers), spectators or riders. It's been a genuine pleasure to help you have a
good days ride and I hope you've enjoyed the vast majority of events. Still, all
things come to an end and now I shall be handing over to Karen Mace, Chris's
wife. I thank you all for your patience and understanding on the day whilst I've
been involved. I just hope that for my last event we can have a good entry.
See you on the 22nd November

Tracey Woodmason
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Quotes Taken from Performance Evaluations:
“Has two brains; one is lost and the other is out looking for it.”

POSTAGE . . . . . One last time.
Those of you that live on another planet during the summer and between
trials during the winter months may have missed the fact that Royal Mail
introduced a very user unfriendly pricing policy a couple of years ago.
For the price of a 1st or 2nd class stamp they will deliver your letter,
provided:
It is no larger than 240mm x 165mm. (That’s about 9” x 6 1/2” in
money).

old

Has a max weight of 100g

Has a max thickness of 5 mm.
If your letter falls outside any of these criteria it will incur a fine consisting
of the underpaid postage PLUS an admin charge of £1.
Those nice people at the sorting office then send me a post card stating that
they have an underpaid item for me and give me two options, I can go and
collect the letter and pay the fine OR the letter will be returned to sender
(maybe). Guess which one I choose?
So if you are sending envelopes, forms or anything bulky to me, best bet is
to take it to the post office and get it weighed, also consider the above when
posting trials entries.
Just to finish this whinge, those few who still insist on sending me piddling
little envelopes for their T&Ts , a folded magazine will probably exceed the
5mm thickness limit, please buy a proper C5 envelope.

June

There are more important things in life than money - but they won't go out
with you if you are broke
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